Game Results

Sheet  Game  Team  LSFE  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  Extra Ends  Total
D  1  GER - Germany
1  LAT - Latvia

GER - Germany  Shot Success  Game  All
4 S JENTSCH Daniela  65%  65%
3 V ABBES Emira  71%  71%
2 FOMM Klara-Hermine  71%  71%
1 JENTSCH Analena  68%  68%
A HOEHNE Mia  -  -
Team Total  69%  69%

LAT - Latvia  Shot Success  Game  All
4 S BLUMBERGA Santa  49%  49%
3 V KRUSTA Ieva  61%  61%
2 V BARONE Evelina  64%  64%
1 SILINA Tina  61%  61%
A STASA-SARSUNE Iveta  -  -
Team Total  59%  59%

Last Stone Draw  Distance
JENTSCH Analena  199.6cm
FOMM Klara-Hermine  21.4cm
Total  221.0cm

Time remaining: 3 minutes 59 seconds

Time remaining: 6 minutes 32 seconds
Time-out: End 7 - LAT stone 7

Note:
Position and function for each team member:
4 = Fourth, 3 = Third, 2 = Second, 1 = Lead, A = Alternate, S = Skip, V = Vice-Skip

Legend:
○ Clockwise  ○ Counter-clockwise  LSFE(*) Last Stone First End
X Unplayed/unfinished end due to concession